AN EXPERT SHOWER SOLUTION FOR A REJUVENATING EXPERIENCE
FOR ULTIMATE SHOWERING EXPERIENCE THAT MAXIMIZES INDULGENCE AND COMFORT, THE SINGLE LEVER DIVERTOR FROM HINDWARE ITALIAN COLLECTION IS THE PERFECT ADDITION TO YOUR BATHROOM. WITH THE OPTION TO CONNECT 4 FUNCTIONS - BODY JETS, AN OVERHEAD SHOWER, SPOUT AND A HANDSHOWER; THIS ONE TURN SHOWERING SYSTEM WILL SOAK YOU IN WATER SHAPED BY SHEER REJUVENATION LIKE NEVER BEFORE.

**KEY FEATURES**

- **UNPARALLELED SHOWERING EXPERIENCE**
  Eullerless switching between different flows, the 4 outlets enable you to create a luxurious showering experience

- **MULTI WATER FLOW**
  Water flows from 4 outlets at 15 LPM at a flow pressure of 3 bar to switch between the hand shower, body shower or spout by simply twisting the corresponding knob

- **SLEEK AND CONTEMPORARY DESIGN**
  A square Base Plate gives rise to circular control - that gives a modern appeal to the divertor. Simply turn the knob, twist it as per the nudity and then increase or decrease the flow

- **EASY TO USE**
  One-tap showering system - switching between patterns had never been as simple by simultaneous operation of 2 functions

*F500002CP*  
**MRP:** ₹ 9,990

*F500006CP*  
**MRP:** ₹ 5,990